F
- **fish**
- **ACTION** Place one hand above the other, lower the top hand so it inflects, and say "fish, fish, fish."

B
- **bat**
- **ACTION** Make hands together as if batting a ball, and say "b, b, b."

J
- **jelly**
- **ACTION** Shake jelly, and say "jelly, jelly, jelly."

Z
- **zebra**
- **ACTION** Make a zig-zag motion, wave, and say "zebra, zebra, zebra."

W
- **wind**
- **ACTION** Blow across an open hand like the wind, responding with "w, w, w."

V
- **van**
- **ACTION** Pretend to drive a van, and say "van, van, van."

Y
- **yogurt**
- **ACTION** Pretend to eat yogurt from a spoon, saying "y, y, yogurt, with each spoonful."

X
- **x-ray**
- **ACTION** Pretend to take an x-ray with an x-ray camera, saying "x, x, x."